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Building and Leading Business Analysis Teams

As companies move towards more mature and established BA functions, the need to 
educate new team leaders and managers on how to establish and manage Business 
Analysis departments became clear and essential.

Managing a Business Analysis team can be haunting at times. How to guarantee the 
quality of your team without overwhelming your schedule? How to foresee when a 
problem is about to happen? How to ensure a level of consistent deliverables 
quality regardless of the assigned analyst? How to monitor and control those 
analytical minds, your team members? And, more importantly, how to keep the fun 
component of analysis in your daily work and avoid becoming a resources allocator 
instead of an inspiring leader?

This course will help you organize your thoughts, tasks, and learn how to steer 
the BA team to success, and build a unit of expertise that has a direct value for 
the organization as a whole; while keeping the interesting part of your job: 
Analysis.

TARGET AUDIENCE:  Business Analysis team leaders, managers, senior analysts, or 
anyone who wish to take the management path

PRE-REQUISITE:  Demonstrated  hands-on  knowledge  of  Business  Analysis  through 
previous work experience, courses, or certifications

OUTLINE
Part I: The Role of a BA Unit and the Role of a Business Analysis Manager
Part II: Building a BA Capability – From Ground Zero
Part III: Examining the Maturity of your Existing BA Practice
Part IV: Building the Team and Managing the Resources
Part V: The BA Manager Role in Running Projects

DURATION:  15  hours,  including  3  hours  of  personal  coaching/consultancy  per 
participant.

FEES: 15,000 EGP. Price includes:
 Classroom training
 3-hour consultancy session to work on participants specific problems and 

assist in developing the solutions, if needed
 Templates and checklists


